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The excellent properties of wood have always been the 
benchmark for all products from the house of ter Hürne – 
from the beginnings of the company more than 60 years 
ago until today. Wood remains our role model for smart, 
alternative materials for natural healthy living.

a healthy home 
environment

smart 
construction

german
quality

naturally 
beautiful

Environmentally 
responsible

strong 
regional roots

What makes us special 

Lived values
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I feel deeply relaxed

ter Hürne floors for your 
healthy living environment

We create products that you come into contact with 
every day. They are an important part of your home. 
Our floors support the sense that you and your loved 
ones are in good hands. A healthy living environ-
ment is important in ensuring things stay that way.
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P L A S T I C  F R E E

Product construction Dureco
1 Top Layer 

We seal the surface with high-grade resin, into which we bind the natural mineral corundum.

2 Design Layer 
The design carrier consists of natural wood fibres, as does the 
baseboard.

3 Baseboard 
The baseboard is the healthy centrepiece of the floor. 
We manufacture these from extremely dense wood 
fibres.

4 Backing Layer 
We even manufacture the wood pulp stabilising layer. • P

LA
ST

IC
 FR

EE • PLASTIKFREI • PLASTIC FREE •

PLASTIKFREI

*Information sur le niveau 
d’émission de substances 
volatiles dans l’air intérieur, 
présentant un risque de toxicité 
par inhalation, sur une échelle de 
classe allant de A+ (très faibles 
émissions) à C (fortes émissions).ID 0309 – 11806 – 003

U.S. EPA TSCA Title VI & 
CARB P2 compliant

Corundum is a natural mineral from the sap-
phire family. It has a value of 9 on the Mohs 
hardness scale*. Only diamond, with a value 
of 10, has a higher hardness value. The high 
degree of abrasion resistance and tempera-
ture stability make corundum the ideal compo-
nent for everything that is subjected to stress.  

*A reference scale created 
by Friederich Mohs for 
determining the 
hardness of 
materials

1
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A C T I N G  S U S T A I N A B LY 

Not a trend 
but an attitude

Our responsibility. 
For the dureco floor, we use wood 
from certified sustainable forestry. 
This is confirmed by the PEFC™ cer-
tificate, which all dureco floors have 

been awarded. The careful selection of the 
growing regions and the trees that grow there 
are crucial for the high quality standards of ter 
Hürne. The principle of sustainable economic 
and resource-saving trade is a fundamental 
part of our philosophy and extends to all areas 
and processes of our company. 
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I feel how my life is becoming easier

Smart floors for 
your smart home
We at ter Hürne make our floors with one aim in mind: 
That you can lay them easily. That they are practical and 
comfortable for you in everyday life. And they offer you the 
best possible protection. 

In order to make that possible, there is a great deal of intel-
ligence in every ter Hürne floor. We coordinate everything 
precisely: starting with the product structure, the materi-
als used, the connection technology right through to the 
sealing. This results in something that you should take for 
granted: a smarter floor that should make your life a bit 
easier.

anti-slip

robust

antibacterial

water resistant easy to care for

anti-static
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1 SmartConnect Pro       

2 ExtremeDense          

3 AllroundSafe          

4  LongLifeSurface          

Non-slip and flame resistant. according to EN 685

W A T E R  S T O P

Product construction Dureco

Wood and water do not normally get on well 
together. With Dureco, we have overcome this 
barrier thanks to our SEAL technology. This is 
a combination of various performance com-
ponents, which together form a composite to 
provide effective protection. SEAL prevents 
standing water from penetrating into the floor 

– for up to 24 hours. With Dureco, life is always 
relaxed. As well as sustainable and lived in a 
healthy home environment.

More information
SEAL-Technology:

1

*Suitable for hot 
water and electric
underfloor heating 
systems.

*
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E A S Y  I N S T A L L A T I O N

Smart Connect Pro

1 2

3

SmartConnectPro is the quick and secure click 
connection for a lastingly beautiful floor.  
The special design of the profile reduces the  
penetration of liquids and provides additional  
moisture protection. Our smart connection 
makes laying our floors child’s play.  
 

It’s time to get to work with a hammer and a 
tapping block. The floorscape fits together 
plank by plank. Our system is so simple you can 
even install your floor on your own. It is secure, 
and the connection ensures long-lasting  
enjoyment of your new floor.

Easy
Virtually no tools or 

force required.

Quick
Install your floor a lot faster  
and walk on it immediately.

Secure
You automatically align the 
individual planks correctly.  
This will give good results.

Flexible
You can install it either as a floating 

or a glue down installation. If you choose 
a floating installation, you can take up 

the floor as easily as you laid it.
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The experience of natural design

Natural design for your 
well-being home

We design products for your living space. In doing 
this, we follow the design principle: easy to install, 
long-lasting in use and naturally beautiful. Our  
product design combines function and aesthetics.

 Although there is no standard for ‘beautiful’,  
it is a principle that inspires us here at ter Hürne. 
Preserve what is original. Try something new.  
And combine the two.
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Classic Line Stone Line

Tiles
635 x 327 x 12 mm 

Planks
1285 x 192 x 12 mm 

F O R M A T S  A N D  D E S I G N S

The right dimension 
for your sense of   
spaciousness

S U R F A C E  S T R U C T U R E S

Feel the difference

Structure
register embossed
fine brushed

Structure
smooth

Structure
fine pored

Structure
linear brushed

Structure
fine structured

Structure
register embossed
fine brushed/sculptured

Structure
register embossed
fine structured

All Dureco floors have a 4-sided  
V-groove, which expresses the  
format of the plank or tile.

V-GROOVE

The Dureco range from ter Hürne includes eight
different surface structures. When a surface is 
described as “synchronous” the structure can 
be felt in exactly the same place as the the decor 
depicts it. 

Seeing and feeling must be brought in line to  
create what is needed: a perfect combination  
in perfect harmony.

Structure
register embossed
linear aged
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Insert your own room   
photo, take out the old floor 
and experience the new floor   
in your own room!

M Y  V I R T U A L  F L O O R

My Room Studio
With our virtual Room Studio you can view all of our floors in 
your own home. Here and now. Just use your smartphone. 
As soon as you are in the Room Studio you have two options:

1 You can either take a picture of your room with your  
smartphone and select your preferred floor, which you  
lay virtually.

2 Or you can select room images from our gallery and virtually 
lay your preferred floor there. 

With our virtual Room Studio you can look at all of our floors in 
the comfort of your own home either on your laptop or desktop 
computer. Due to the size of the display, this is sometimes the 
better alternative. Just click on the Room Studio button on the 
right-hand side of the screen.
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P L A N K S

Classic Line
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C L A S S I C  L I N E P L A N K S

S T Y L I S T I C A L LY  C L E A R  
A N D  T I M E L E S S

Planks

plank
Pine antique silver*A01

linear brushed

1101260002

matt

mm12x192x1285

plank
Oak alabaster*A02

linear brushed

1101260001

matt

mm12x192x1285

plank plank
Oak moon grey* Oak velvet grey*A03 A04

fine brushed linear brushed

1101260005 1101260003

matt matt

mm mm12 12x x192 192x x1285 1285

In the Dureco Classic Line, you will find the 
classic among the formats. The plank repre-
sents the most traditional and original form of 
the wooden floor. Planks are primarily char-
acterised by the particular ratio of the plank 
length to width. They naturally convey the 
character of the different woods. A floor with a 
classic impression. 
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mm

plank
Oak shadow grey*|||A10

C L A S S I C  L I N E

plank
Oak almond brown*A05

linear brushed

1101260009

matt

mm12x192x1285

plank
Oak nordic beige*A06

linear aged

1101260006

matt

mm12x192x1285

plank
Oak rustic grey*A08

embossed/fine brushed/sculptured

1101260004

matt

mm12x192x1285

plank
Oak taupe grey*A07

fine brushed

1101260007

matt

12x192x1285

plank
Oak shadow grey*A10

linear brushed

1101260015

matt

mm12x192x1285

plank
Oak ambergris grey*A09

linear brushed

1101260008

matt

mm12x192x1285

P L A N K S
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plank
Oak indian brown*|||A11

C L A S S I C  L I N E

plank
Oak indian brown*A11

linear brushed

1101260011

matt

mm12x192x1285

plank
Oak sahara beige*A12

smooth

1101260010

matt

mm12x192x1285

plank
Oak chamois*A13

embossed/fine brushed/sculptured

1101260013

matt

mm12x192x1285

plank
Oak roman brown*A14

linear brushed

1101260012

matt

mm12x192x1285

plank
Oak Bordeaux brown*A15

embossed/fine brushed/sculptured

1101260014

matt

mm12x192x1285

plank
Oak Cuba brown*A16

fine brushed

1101260016

matt

mm12x192x1285

P L A N K S
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T I L E S  I N  S T O N E  D E C O R S

Stone Line
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S T O N E  L I N E T I L E S

natural stone
Stone edelweiss*B01

fine pored

1101260017

matt

mm12x327x635

natural stone
Stone star grey*B02

fine structured

1101260018

matt

mm12x327x635

natural stone
Stone titanium grey*B03

fine pored

1101260019

matt

mm12x327x635

natural stone
Stone manganese grey*B04

fine structured

1101260020

matt

mm12x327x635

S T R A I G H T  A N D  S T Y L I S H

Tiles
Natural stones speak their own language, just 
like wood. Here too, the differing facets of na-
ture are inexhaustible. Light sandstones, grey 
basalts and dark granites. Stone looks sophis-
ticated and grand, at times old and wise, at 
others fresh and vibrant. Our stone decors 
have this character. With our knowledge of 
the spirit of the material, we create floors that 
will impress tile lovers.
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Y O U R  A C C E S S O R I E S

Practical. 
Convenient. 
Attractive.
The big plus: Finding the right accessories for your floor 
is really easy. They are individually coordinated for every 
product range and are designed to specifically enhance 
your room – technically and visually.

Scan the QR-Code for more information!

Original Zubehör
für originale Qualität

Original accessories
for original quality
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You can dive deeper into this here

Find out more at 
www.terhuerne.com
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ter Hürne GmbH & Co. KG
Ramsdorfer Straße 5
46354 Südlohn 
Germany
Phone: +49 2862 701-313
www.terhuerne.com


